
Map Based Search of Dance Sessions  

I intend to visit Israel next month. Is there a dance session near Ramat Gan? 

Is the dance session in Kiryat Ono close to Tel Aviv? 

Where is the dance session in Eilat located? Is that close to the center of Eilat? 

Now you will be able to easily find the answers to such questions. 

Use the "Search Dance Sessions" page at the Dancers Association web site: 

http://www.harokdim.org/search/choice.php?lang=en  You may filter the resultsresults by 

day, region, city, dance leader, gender etc. 

 

You will receive the results in a table format. 

So what's new? Now you can see all the sessions on a map. 

Use your mouse to click on "Show dance session on the map." 

 

You will get a map indicating all dance sessions. 

http://www.harokdim.org/search/choice.php?lang=en


 

If you move the mouse onto a dance session indicator, you will see the title of that session: 

 

Clicking on the title will open a page with all details of the dance session. 

 

To switch to another session, simply move the mouse over another session indicator. 

It is simple and easy to use. 
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You are able to view all the dance sessions in Israel on the map.   

(This view may be also accessed directly from the English home page). 

 

You may concentrate on a certain region both dragging the map with the mouse and/or 

using the zoom buttons. For example, below are the dance sessions near Tel Aviv. 

 

One may zoom to a specific session and get its location with a street map. 

 

We have preserved all former search functions. 
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You may still receive your information is table format using your chosen filtering criteria, or 

showing all dance sessions in Israel if no filter was selected. 

 

By clicking on a session, a line in the table, you will open a new page with all the details of 

that session: session leader’s name, email address, phone number, facebook page, schedule, 

floor type, refreshments, map of arrival etc. You will even be able to write your own review 

of the session. 

 

We hope that this new application will make it easier to find a dance session to your liking 

while you are visiting Israel. 

Dancers Association 
http://www.harokdim.org/indexENG.php 
 

Map 

http://www.harokdim.org/indexENG.php

